**DXF Layer Information**

1. Boundary Lines (Existing)
2. Boundary Text (Existing)
3. R/W Sidelines
4. R/W Text
5. Tract Lines, Section Lines, Freeway R/W Lines
6. Map Reference, Small Tract Titles and Sheets
7. Lot Lines
8. Lot Numbers text (Only)
9. Block Numbers
10. Miscellaneous Text for Layer 10 (Except Lot and Block Numbers)
11. Lot Dimensions
12. Private Street and Natural Watercourse Lines
13. Original Lot and Deed Lines in Streets
14. Street Dedications Text (Deeds, Ordinance)
15. All Government Easement Lines (Except L.A. City)
16. L.A. City Easement Lines
17. Small R/W Text (Alleys, small streets names)
18. U.S. Government Text
19. State Text
20. Subdivision Titles
21. County Text
22. Other Cities Text
23. City Text (Fee)
24. R/W Widths
25. Former City Boundary Line Text
26. L.A. City Easement Text
27. Dashed Tract Lines (In Streets and Freeways)
28. Overlap Lines
29. Natural Watercourse Lines
30. APN (BPP) Line
31. Subdivision Titles shown for Ownership Purpose (Lot Cut)
32. Parcel and Lot Numbers for layer 48
33. Lot Cut Lines
34. Text for layer 50
35. Calculated Text for layer 50 (Engineering only)
36. Arb Number Ntext
37. Arb Number Circle
38. Subdivision Titles shown not for Ownership Purpose (Lot Cut)
39. Parcel and Lot Numbers for layer 57
40. North-South House Numbers
41. East-West House Numbers
42. Street Data text (Vertical street data) ordinance, map reference, breakdown
43. street data text (phantom lot numbers)
44. Text for adjoining City and County
45. Text for vacation; Note “I”, Detail “A”
46. Street data text
47. Freeway traveled roadway lines; dash R/W lines
48. R/W name text
49. Tract lines that are private street lines
50. Lot lines that are private street lines